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n Assumptions in Gaussian modeling

n Continuuos emission

n Conservation of mass

n Steady-state conditions

n Crosswind and vertical concentration distributions

Gaussian model









The variables are:





Pasquill stability categories



Lagrangian particle dispersion 
model (LAP)

n The main concept of LAP
n The partice are released at the time t at prescribed rate and 

there new position is determined at time (t+∆t) by relations:



Where ur, vr and wr are the corresponding subgrid-scale velocity 
components. 
The subgrid-scale velocity components are iteratively determined 
as:

where Ru, Rv, and Rw are the Lagrangian autocorrelation 
functions for each velocity component, and us, vs, and ws are the 
random fluctuations of the velocity components.



The Lagrangian correlation functions are calculated from:

where TLu, TLv and TLw are the Lagrangian time scales for the 
corresponding velocity components.



After that the calculations of the Lagrangian time 
scale, the autocorrelation functions, and the range of 
velocity fluctuations as Gaussian standard deviations 
from a mean, are determined. 

For each particle a random velocity fluctuation is 
generated and used to calculate the new particle 
velocity, and then the new particle position is 
calculated by applying the velocity over the time 
interval (Δt).



Edu-plume is a toy model created by Prof.Koracins student

The Gaussian plume model used is the standard model using P-G stability
classes and plume spread equations. The equations used are those

estimated from the P-G curves and commonly used in EPA screening
dispersion models. 



The Lagrangian particle model used is a statistical displacement 
model using a simplified lagrangian timescale estimate using the
equation:

Tl= 2*sigma^2/Co*epsilon

where sigma is the standard deviation of u, v, and w wind components, 
Co is an empirical constant (5.7) and epsilon is the dissipation rate of 
turbulent kinetic energy.

Sigmas for the different P-G stability classes are estimated using 
linear relations to friction velocity.

Future versions of this model should include a more sophisticated 
method of computing the sigmas using Monin-Obukov similarity theory 
and one of the standard particle model turbulence equation sets used 
in the DRI particle model.

More realistic atmospheric inputs using a M-O based equation set 
would be beneficial also.



The wind profile equation used in this model is a simple 
exponential equation used a different exponent for each 

stability class.

Friction velocity and epsilon are estimated using the neutral 
log-law-of the wall equation set and a friction length of 0.01 

meters. 

The model also includes Brigg's plume rise equation and a 
plume reflection scheme for both the Gaussian and LPM 

models.
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